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Armrest installation

Unpack package
3. Put universal driving shaft
of armrest in the fixed shaft.

1、Find the top fastening
2. Uninstall small armrest,
screw in the spare parts
identify left、right armrest.
bag, prepare inner hexagon
spanner.

左

5.Connect armrest air pipe
as per corresponding letter
A、K,and install air pipe cloth
bag.

4.Fasten armrest by inner
hexagon spanner and top
fastening screw.

1. Unpack the outer package
of massage chair; take out
outer package’s upper cover
and inner packing material.

2. After unpacking, effect
as below.

3. Put massage chair backrest
4. As per the instruction picture,
backward, after hearing a light
carry the massage chair out of
voice “ka”,the assemble is finished. bottom cover of outer package.

右

5. Perk massage chair, push it
to the position which is prepared
in advance.

6. After-installation,
effect picture is as below.

6. As per the picture instruction,
the distance between massage
chair and wall is more than 60cm.

Warn suggestion:
Do not push too hard while pushing
the backrest backward.

285mm
肩部安装
Sofa assemble
1. Take out back cushion
and pillow.

2. Connect the plug of
connecting wire of backrest
heating cloth to plug of
massage chair.

3.Put back cushion on the
massage chair backrest
and zip up.

4.Assemble pillow on the
back cushion, connect
correspondingly the pillow
and back cushion by Velcro.

Shoulder installation
1.Take out shoulder
package, identify the
left、right shoulder.

Left

5.Put well the head cushion 6. After-installation, effect
picture is as below.
in its fixed position.

7.Connect correspondingly seat
cushion air pipe as per H、I、J,
then put the connected air pipe
beneath chair seat board and put
the cushion well.

2.Connect shoulder audio
line with back cushion
audio line.

3.Connect audio line terminal and put connecting
terminal into the leather bag of inner shoulder part.

Right

4.Assemble shoulder on the backrest fixed board and
push downward to fasten shoulder.

Warn suggestion:

5. Screw nut under the
shoulder to fasten
shoulder.

Turn the pillow backward while
massage.
If feeling massage strength too
strong, please assemble pillow.
While no massage, use it as sofa
by install back cushion and pillow.
The man who is no sensitive to
heat must be cautious to use
heat function.

正面

Above red area is the fixing
structural part of inner shoulder.

正面

6. After-installation effect
picture is as below.

